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Protesters Overturn MNL Dictatorial Editors;
Mom’s Newsletter To Be Published “Soon, Comrade…”
(AP) Tired demonstrators assembled around the First District Court
House to celebrate their “first day of freedom.” This was the result
of the midnight departure of the Newsletter Dictator and Editor in
Chief, Michael Felix‐Dapper, escape exile. Run for twenty‐four
years under his iron but smallish fist, Mom’s Newsletter was
immediately turned over to the Rice County crowds and re‐named
“The People’s Paper” by the exhausted crowd.
The protest leaders, Cindi Ramm (with bongo) and Joan Boysen
are seen celebrating the fall of the old regime and the bright new
day of journalistic freedom. “The old ways are now gone forever,”
said Cindi. “No more tired articles about Little Billy Miller or what
Roger Bongers thinks about when he wakes up. It took a whole
year to bring down this travesty of a newspaper and is time for a
renaissance; such more articles about southern cooking, art crawls
and chick racquetball.”
“I second what my sister‐in‐protest Cindi says,” said Joanie. “I have been suffering under the old Newsletter regime for
the last 24 years even since Maggie was born. I have been mocked, ridiculed and photo‐shopped within an inch of my
life, but not once has anyone asked me about my true love: stock car racing. Time to start our literary engines!”

Lorrie Beyl Indicted in Knit Hat Pleasant Manor Sweat Shop
Busted by Excessive Yarn and Acetaminophen Purchases
(AARP) “I was framed,” screamed Lorrie Beyl as she was thrown behind bars
(see photo taken moments before the arrest) in which she was charged with
running a disorderly knitting sweat shop in Faribault. In files recently
released, she is been accused of forcing large groups of elderly women,
several against their will, into
knitting sessions to satisfy the
insatiable desire for hand‐knit
homemade hats. The report
also stated that Lorrie had an inside partner, who added face to face
pressure for the ladies to produce. Known as “AL,” AL would terrorize
knitters with threats of disapproving looks and Catholic guilt.
Authorities were tipped off after Lorrie was seen making excessive yarn
purchases, sometimes exceeding thirty skeins a week as well as significant
Tylenol purchases to reduce hand cramping as a result of forcing around
the clock production. “She ran a tight ship,” remarked the arresting officer,
“no hat got stitched without her okay…and her orders were carried out
with an iron fist, wrapped up in soft, comfortable acrylics.”

